
a dark fantasy story created by Caro Waro & Garbunka



What is it
Crepanquine is a dark fantasy comicbook with European
and Japanese influences about a set of characters whose
lives become threatened by the sudden appearance of

magical disease named The Curse.

Project State

First volume: Available in bookstores since 2019.
Reached 30. 067€ with 533 contributions.
Second volume: Under development (expected 2021).
Reached 30.570 € with 587 contributions.

The story of Crepanquine is split into two volumes, both
funded in the crowdfunding platform 'Spaceman Project':

What are we looking for
We are looking for a producer to help us translate this

comic into the animation media. We envision this story as
a short animated series.



The Curse is a legendary illness that transforms the index
finger into a magic wand. When Rino's mother and Xental's
sister become cursed, they decide to join forces and find

an explanation to the strange phenomenon.

TAGLINE
The Gods are pointing at us.

LOGLINE

GENRES
Primary: Dark Fantasy

Secondary: Drama, Horror, Mistery

AUDIENCE
Primary:  Teenagers (+16), Young Adults

Secondary: Anime/Manga consumers



"Catchy since page number one"
- Boy With Letters

SOME OF OUR REVIEWS

""Its art passes
with honors"

- La estanteria
de Cho

"It is gorgeous from start to
finish. Each page is a work of art.

And the story is original and
funny."

- Fantasyliterature

"[All its elements] contribute to
create a good fantasy and
thriller story with powerful

touches of horror."
- Caballero de Castilla

4.2 / 5 - goodreads



WHY PRODUCE
ANIMATION?

A story that
has proven its 
success in two 
crowdfunding

campaigns.

A fast-paced,
 energetic

plot easily divisable
into chapters.

A style
easy to translate
to the animation

world.

A diverse cast
of characters

with iconic and
memorable

designs.



*This plot pertains to Crepanquine vol.I. Contact us for details on the plot of Crepanquine vol.II.
Be aware that this is a simplification, Crepanquine is full of nuances.
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Rino and his mother live in a
small town, living a regular

life

Everything changes when
Rino's mother is infected

with an old 'curse',
becoming a monster

The possible culprit is
Evangeline Dalea, his landlady

After a fight, she leads Rino
into talking to the famous

Emxa Baikan, a new pop star

Emxa sister's is contacted by
a misterious entity who tells
her how to remove the curse

Emxa becomes infected in
her show, being forced to

run away and look for
answers

The group ends in a village
where there are people

researching about the origin
of the curse 
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Everything falls apart when
the key to destroy the

'curse' is stolen
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 PLOT*



CHARACTERS

Male protagonist, an apathetic
and unemotional student. Rino
wants to heal her mother from the
Curse but soon gets fascinated
with the possibilities that its
mysterious powers bring to
humanity.

Similar to: 
Howl  (Howl's Moving Castle)
Xellos (Slayers) 

Female protagonist, the kind sister
of the superstar Emxa. Xental
aspires to cure her sister using the
help of a mysterious entity named
the Blue Magician. Although she
starts being fragile, she will
become a strong and independent
person throughout her journey.

Similar to:
Madoka (Madoka Magika)
Hiyoko (Milennium Actress)

RINO XENTAL



CHARACTERS

BANDA

Banda is the main villain of the story. She is a profoundly
religious woman born in a village where the Curse is
considered a sign of impurity of the soul.

She gets cursed and is thrown into a spiritual prison where
she meets other cursed women. Her incredible mental
strength is noticed by an old deity and she becomes her
henchman. She will regain her own voice by the end of the
story.

Similar to:
Yue (Sakura Card Captor)
Korra (Legend of Avatar)



CHARACTERS

TARAKA

Joker (Batman)

Cursed woman that provokes
Banda by making her hard
questions about her faith. Her
tragic death serves as a
development point for Banda.

Similar to:

POLITA

Scarecrow (Howl's Moving
Castle)

Cursed woman that represents
the dehumanizing effects of the
Curse at their highest point.

Similar to:



THE AUTHORS

garbunka

@crepanquine

garbunka@gmail.com 

Contact us!

THANK YOU!

caro waro

@carowaro

carwaro@gmail.com

caro.waro

writerartist

+34 648101432

https://twitter.com/crepanquine
https://twitter.com/carowaro?lang=en


PROMOTIONAL
IMAGES




